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Reorganization shuffles Student Affairs
~

By DAVID WHITE
For The Parthenon
EDITOR'S NOTE: Student Affairs is one
area involved in the overall reorganization
implemented by President Robert 8, Hayes
at Marshall University. This is the first of a
three-part series examining the reorganizes
lion ofstudent affairs. Today's segment is an
overview of the reorganization. Part II will
examine personnel changes, and Part III will
present reasons and examples of how the
structural and personnel changes may or
may not benefit students.
The transition from spring to fall has
brought more than acontrast in seasons to
the campus of Marshall University. In a
period characterized by reorganization,
administrative movement within the division
of Student Affairs has resulted in changes
almost as different as those in the weather.
Gone-under pressure, some suggest-is
the top administrator in student affairs, Vice
President Richard G. Mund.
Gone- amid some controversy and

protest-is Charles E. Dickerson, associate
dean of student.
Gone-following a reassignment in
responsibilities and areductioh in salary-is
Dr. Richard W. Waite, formerly director of
student development and health services.
Gone-to pursue a doctorate-is Jane
Bilewicz, another associate dean of students.
Gone-to accept employment elsewhere
in the community-is Sam Cardea, director
of international students.
Gone, too,-at least as a separate administrative designation-is Mund's title of
vice president for student affairs.
Although still not completed, reorganization of Student Affairs thus far has created
seven new positions, removed three major
areas from the division (student housing,
health services and memorial student
counter operation), shuffled riine administrative employes into new or additional
assignments and added eight new people.
Reaction t.o the changes has been mixed.
Proponents explain that alterations in

student affairs were long overdue and will
result in avariety of benefits. They also cite
as positive measures a breakdown of
responsibility in several areas, and better
communication throughout the division.
Persons who disagree in part or totally
with the reorganization express dissatisfaction with the manner in which some
personnel changes were made. They charge a
lack of input from students a~d faculty and
claim that those "who fell into step" with the
thinking of President Robert B. Hayes were
reward_ed with promotions and salary
increases, while those "who questioned
Hayes's leadership" were given no encouragement to remain at Marshall, or were
demoted or dismissed.
The person charged with the responsibility
for making the new setup work is Dr.
Richard G. Fisher, named to replace Mund
two weeks after the former vice president
announced March 28 that he would give up
his post Aug. I.
In aconsolidated position, Fisher assumes

the vice presidency while retammg his
responsibilities as dean of students.
Fisher cited two primary reasons for the
reorganization. "The president reorganized
and made some changes in his overall
organization by combining the duties of the
vice president and dean. It meant we no
longer had adean of students as it was before
and this would necessitate some title
changes."
Fisher said while the structure was being
reorganized, it was his opinion that some of
the functions were not in proper relationship
to one another. "So when health services was
removed from Student Affairs, when housing and the operation of the student center
were placed in Administrative Services, this
then really necessitated a realignment of
functions."
Fisher emphasized that this year will be
one characterized by experiments and
continual evaluation. He explained that
time was needed for staff members to
acquaint themselves with their duties in

relation to the overall structure.
Dr. Olen E. Jones Jr., executive vice
president, cited a "better communication
network within the division itself," as one
major change. Jones said the new structure
provides both vertical and horizontal communication and improved the amount of
student contact which is "fundamental in
Student Affairs."
According to Jones, reorganization began
last spring when he met with the Student
Affairs staff. These meetings concerned
problems faced and goals desired by the
student affairs area. Jones said Fisher had
collected and summarized the problems
discussed and had drawn up aproposal for
reorganization.
Said Fisher, "The new reorganization is a
structure Iproposed."
Yet some MU personnel have other
opinions as to who is responsible.
Warren S. Myers, director of auxilary
services and former hdusing director, said,
"Well, _Iwouldn't know, and I'm sure that

people know. But I would assume the
reorganization is the president's."
Kenneth E. Blue, associate dean of student
development, said, "I wasn't involved in that
and Ican't say. Ireally don't know, and I'm
being candid with you. I do know my
predecessor, Dr. Waite, was involved."
Dennis J. Montrella, associate dean for
student experiential services, said the
reorganization was a result of input from
many people. "I would say we all had some
input into it at one time or another, but I'd
say Dr. Fisher and Jane Bilewicz talked alot
about the way they would like to see things
set up."
Many Studert Affairs administrators had
input into the reorganization, but it seems to
have been limited. The bulk of the
responsibility lies with Fisher and Jones.
Many personnel chan·ges resulted from the
reorganization.
Wednesday:
examined. Changes in personnel are
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Faculty power
Teachers' group pushes for collective bargaining

tSlippin' and Slidin'
Students make their way through the downpour that hit the

Photo by TIM DAILEY

area this morning. Like everyone else, they weren't exactly
singing in the rain.

Creativity key to d.ecor,
local merchants agree

Faculty attitude is ready.
The labor union movement is ready.
Both are prerequisites to faculty collective
bargaining on campus, said William G.
Cook, associate professor of economics and
temporary president of the MU organizing
committee of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT).
"AFT will prove more effective in solving
problems of faculty bcause it is an established organization capable of developing
enough power so faculty can approach the
West Virginia Board of Regents realistically," he said.
Cook said he is not critical of the efforts
toward unionizing faculty by the National
Education Association (N EA) nor the
American Associ::ition of University
Professors (AAUP). But he calls t'~m
newcomers to the bargaining scene, while
"AFT has more experience to effect poiicy
changes."
No faculty consensus on policies will be
decided in the local organizing committee
Until alocal AFT chapter is chartered early
in February, he said.
The constitution and bylaws will be drawn
up by AFT committee members, subject to
the decision of the membership, in late
January, Cook said. Election of permanent
officers will be after the charter ceremony, he
said,
However, the AFT union will be working
to initiate policy to improve working

. .AHEmember
blasts AFT,
suggests vote
conditions of the entire faculty, not just the
membership, Cook said.
Cook said, "Collegiality is what the
faculty is supposed to have had all these
years, but they have not really been allowed
to participate in governance on on campus.
"Although formally it appears faculty is
participating in the decision making at
Marshall, it is all asham."

"Tempest in a teapot" describes the Education Association (WVEA) and the
American Federation of Teachers (AFT), National Education Association (NEA) are
according to Steve Haid, coordinator of the also
members of the HEC coalition.
Association of Higher Education (AHE).
He said the purpose of the coalition is to
Haid says "Marshall faculty members do support
a 15 per cent pay raise or $1,500
not want to be in the same craft and trade across-the-board
raise (whichever is greater)
unions as boilermakers and sheet metal
all employees under governance of the
workers," alluding to AFrs affiliation with for
West
Virginia
Board of Regents (BOR).
the AFL-ClO.
"The coalition was notable by the absence
Acampus recognition election would
' Haid said. "AFT did not want to
prove faculty's preference for membership in of AFT,'
the coalition because it acts on apolicy
aprofessional teacher's organization like the join
of
rule or ruin."
AH Eand the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP), he said.
Haid said teachers and professors know
AH Eand AA UP showed their faculty
is on the job on West Virginia's
concern by recently organizing the "Higher "AHE
campuses
and it doesn't have to participate
Education Coalition" (HEC) to gain in llashy campaigns
AFT is so fond of.
statewide collective bargaining for higher "AFT bills itself as a champion of
education's public employes, according to collective bargaining, but it efforts toward
Haid. AHE's affiliates, the West Virginia changing the law are anemic.
Cook said AFrs effort toward collective Faculty attitudes have changed because of
bargaining will not be based on character the increasing awareness of the inequities
assassinations or on the personality of the among members of faculty, he said.
president.
Cook said faculty are more aware their
"There are those at Marshall who have viewpoints "carry little weight in the outwanted to establish alocal chapter of AFT come of university policy."
for along time," he said, "and once they saw Within alocal AFT chapter, faculty will
the general faculty attitude was favorable have a high degree of autonomy, and few
and the labor union movement was ready, organizations have so much say in local
they moved to establish that chapter."
matters, he said.

WMUL-TV's fate may be decided
By LENORE SAVAGE
AMonday Reporter
meetmg ol the West Virginia
Educational Broadcasting Authority (EBA)
may decide the fate of the proposed transfer
ofWMUL-TV from the EBA to the Board of
Regents (BOR).
Also on the agenda will be the replacement
of Frank Blake, executive secretary of the
EBA, whose resignation becomes effective
Jan. I.
Earlier this year, James A. Fellows,
president of the National Association of
Educational Broadcasters, recommended
the license be transferred from the EBA to
the BOR.
Fellows' report followed President Robert
B. Hayes' request this summer that the BOR
take control of the station.

Students don't need to put alarge amount
of money into apartment decorations if they
use some creativity in the planning, said
Norman and Shirley Broh, owners of The
Shop, Inc., 1436 Seventh Ave.
For example, instead of wallpaper or
paint, walls could be covered with burlap
and trimmed with lattice strips inexpensively.
Instead of buying paintings, Davis
recommended looking for repeat patterns of
upholstery material, cutting it to size and
attaching it to awooden frame. He said this
makes an excellent wall decoration and fits
nicely within alimited college budget.
Need adesk? Davis suggested ahollow
door placed over two two-drawer file
cabinets. This is a very. inexpensive item
compared to what adesk would cost, he said,
especially if the student buys used materials.
He said the best advice he can give
students is to shop and compare.
He recommended students survey carpet
places for carpet samples that could be
combined to make into a carpet. Buying
ends of roles that might be difficult to sell
also might be worthwhile, as they can be
obtained at asmall price, he said.
Going to rummage sales sometimes can
benefit astudent, as he may find items that
could be repaired, Davis said.
Drapes can be expensive, so Davis
suggested using panel tracks (moving,
sliding bars) and fabric. lhis lays the
material flat and is apractical solution to
window treatment, he said.

Pieces of bamboo strung together make
good dividers or privacy screens, Davis said.
The least expensive way to treat a light
fixture is with oriental lanterns.
Mary File; part owner of The Plant House
and Fish Shop, 901 Fifth Ave., said aunique
way to decorate an apartment is with plants.
Plant-growing is something people can do
together, male and female, she said. Exchanging plant cuttings could make for an
inexpensive variety of plants amohg
students.
Plants make simple things look more
attractive, and even the dullest room can
look better with plants, she said.
One way to decorate, she said, is to take an
inexpensive bookshelf, put aflorescent light
overhead and fill with plants and books.
An aquarium surrounded by plants
provides arelaxing atmosphere, she said. It
also becomes the focal point and draws a
person's attention from other parts of the
room that may be dull.
Decorating an apartment with plants and
fish is one of the best ways to improve its
appearance, she said.
If the rooms are too small, House
. Beautiful magazine· says not to have furniture hug the walls. Freestanding things
make aroom more expansive.
Mirrors also make aroom look bigger.
For more storage space, House Beautiful
suggests filling a blank wall with open
shelves. Baskets could be used to keep things
out of sight. Unsightly views may be blocked
by atrellis or shutters and hang plants.

Today's National Weather Service
forecast predicts wind and cold temperatures
with occasional snow flurries. The high
today will be near 30 and the low tonight will
be near 15 degrees. Westerly winds will be
gusting at 15 to 20 miles per hour. The
probabilities of precipitation are 70 per cent
today and 50 per cent tonight.

After many semesters of concern and
planning, Marshall's Student Government
will form aBoard of Directors for the next
election in April.
The Board of Directors will improve
student government by getting the members
of the board more involved in the real issues
that ·affect them, says Student Body President Rick Ramell, Cross Lanes senior.
MU's student government constitution

states the board cannot be formed until there
is an election because it is to be voted on by
the senate, Ramell explained. "The election
will be held in the first full week in April so it
(the board) can't go into effect until then," he
said.
"I have alcntative plan to give to the
senate, then hopefully I'd like to have a
special referendum in February to see if the

senate will approve it, "Ramell said.
The senate has not decided how the 12
positions on the board will be filled, Ramell
said. The members will either run for the
position and be elected or they will be elected
at large and then be appointed by the student
body president. he added.
The members of the board then will
comprise the senate, Ramell said.

Tuesday
Dateline...

Channel 11 into the system.
Fellows said the possibility of a new
Channel 11 for public broadcasting is
attractive and worth the effort to secure.
Terry M. Hollinger, WM UL-TV general
manager, said most of the recommendations
Were ill advised and Fellows' report did not
take into consideration the functioning
system of atelevision station.
"There is only one small part of the
operation here. The major location is in
Charleston," lie said.
In arecent article in The Herald-Dispatch,
Gene A. Budig, WVU president, said a
recent A.C.Nielson survey found 54 percent
of the homes in an eight-county area of
central West Virginia watch WWVU-TV,
making it "the eighth most utilized
and to adapt asystem that will incorporate educational television station in the nation."

With the exception of the station at West
Virginia University, all other educational
broadcasting in the state is under the
authority of the EBA.
Fellows made the recommendation in a
10-page report to the BOR and EBA. The
report also made recommendations on
operation of educational broadcasting in
West Virginia and the public broadcasting
station at WVU.
"If we (EBA) don't make adecision, the
governor or some high authority will,'' said
C. Bosworth Johnson, MU associate
professor of journalism and EBA member.
Johnson said at this point the EBA wants
to consolidate public broadcasting in the
state, to look favorably on Fellows' report

Hollinger said this does not give atrue
picture of the ratings. In response to a
request from Hollinger for an explanation,
Dale M. Rhodes, associate director of Public
Broadcasting Service (PBS) research, said
no metro cumulative per cent was reported
because Nielson does not define ametro area
for the Clarksburg (Morgantown) market.
The February estimate of54 percent was a
PBS estimate and not aNielson figure. But
because actual coverage of WWV U-TV goes
beyond the designated area, aMay-, 1977,
report estimated it to be 19 per cent. This,
too, was aPBS estimate.
Hollinger said there are no total coverage
arcu figures for WM UL-TV.The 1976metro
area figure for WM UL-TV was 16 per cent as
compared to 54 per cent for WWVU-TV.

..

Windy

Board of Directors to become reality

Merry Christmas? The spirit of giving is evident everywhere as this Huntington
policeman tags acar parked in front of Twin Towers.
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Interchange
Aspace dedicated to the interchange of opinions
within the university community
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Egypt breaks relations
Oll•Campus briefs
Many miners strike early, in Arab diplomatic upheaval
almost 15,000 go Monday
By The AMociated Prns

Thousands of the nation's coal
miners went on strike Monday
without waiting for tRe midnight
expiration of their contract with
the Bituminous Coal Operators
Association.
Most of the early striking by
members of the United Mine

CAIRO Egypt broke diplomatic relations with Syria, Libya,
Algeria and South Yemen on Monday in retaliation for their
dcc1s1on to form a"resistance and confrontation front" against
President Anwar Sadat's peace initiatives with Israel.
fhc move produced the most senous political division mthe
Arab world inyears.
Ihe Egyptian Foreign Ministry summoned the diplomatic
envoys of the four nations and gave them 24 hours to leave the
countr). Egypt's Middle East News Agency reported.
It said Egyptian d1plomat1c officials in the four countries were
instructed to return home "immediately."
Cairo's action came after the four nations and Palestinian
guerrilla movement. meeting in Tripoli, Libya, denounced Sadat's
one-man peace campagin as "high treason" and said they would
"frcc,e" their diplomatic and political relations with Cairo. Libya,
on its own, had already broken relations with Egypt when Sadat
made his v1st! to Israel.
Despite the harsh rhetoric, however, the anti-Egypt summit, at
Syria's 111ststcncc, had carefully kept the door open for renewed
Geneva peace talks or other fqrms of negotiations with Israel, with
or without Sadat.
!he "hardliners" also had stopped short of declaring an
1rrcparable break with Egypt.
Sadat said Sunday that the Soviet Union was behind the
"rubbish" of the Tripoli summit and that Egypt could "punish" the
Russtans.
Over the weekend. it was reported that Egypt ;as recalling its
ambassador to Moscow, but there was no immediate indication
\I, hcthcr Sadat was considenng severing hisalready cool diplomatic
tics with the Soviet U1110n.
Ihe United States appeared Monday to be trying to reclaimthe
111it1at1ve as a mediator in the Middle East. U.S. Officials in
Wash111gton said Secretary of State Cyrus R. Yance would v1stt
Egypt. Israel. Jordon, Lebanon and Saudi Arabia beginning the
weekend to assess prospects for acomprehensive settlement.

Workers union was 111 West; Only a few of Ohio's 10,000
Virginia and Ohio. Kentucky urn on members were on the job as
pickets turned back the
mIncs reported full crews on the scattered
few who wanted to work.
final shifts.
Dan Fields of the West
Morris Feibusch of the BCOA Yirgmia
Coal Associatt0n esreported 28 of the approximately timated 4,800
miners in that state
1.800 m111es operated by BCOA got an early start
on the stnke,
comparnes were closed.
most of them in southern West
Yirgi111a. Other industry officials
said 1,000 miners were off the job
inthe state's northern panhandle.
F- ields said absenteeism in
West V1rginia Monday was lower
than had been expected. since a
members aboard the flight from few
went on strike as early
the Malays1an resort island of as lastminers
Friday.
Penang to the capital city of "It appears
of the men
Kuala Lumpur to Singapore. All want to get onemost
but about 20 of the passengers Fields said. more day of pay,"
were Malaysians.
president of the
Kuala Lumpur airport sources Blaine Carter.
Coal Association,
s;11d th<: Jet was commandeered Yirgmia
reported "no conse4uential"
by Japanese Red Army terrorists. work
stoppages in his state.
l' yewitncsscs on the ground at
the southern tip of Malaysia said Mincrs closed eight maJor
thcy s,m the plane wobble un- mines in Meigs County, Ohio.
steadily at about I.ODO feet, "They just arc not workmg
suddenly dive, explode and today," said Chester Sexton,
smash 11110 the swamp. where it
of Local 1886, one of
cxploded aga111. They said president
bodies. luggage and pieces of the three UMW locals 111 Meigs
aircraft ,cattcred over the area County.
\~1th cach cxplos1on. The crash "Some were going to work, but
lcft alargc crater 111 the swamp. they decided against it since it was
so close to the strike deadline."
He said µnother factor in the
decision to strike early was the
fact that .many coal producers,
suppliers and users stockpiled
get out
ofyour rut. Leave your
chance tohing
routine.
enough coal to last several weeks. • A
clock-punc
• See awhole new way of life.
,aid in an unsigned op111ion.
Ciechomski, chief of
· 1hi,. 111 turn, reduces the Henry
Participate in
•
s division of m111es, said • Pro1ect.
'1ii..d1hood that the officer will be Ohio'
aWorthwhile
unormally
m111ers
worked
Monday
at
a
thc \1ct'lm of an assault."
of small southern Ohio
more of y~r-~~~! !~~,~~roiect. see
Justicc John Paul Stevens, 111 a couple
m111cs and some non-union
do.Get involv tr~m the ground up.
strongly worded dissent 111 which operations.
things happen
Justices Thurgood Marshall and
William J. Brennan Jr. joined,
VOLUNTEERS SAY:
said such police actions threaten
thc constitutional rights of
"The independence,experience
motorists to be protected against
and especially the gratitude of the
unreasonable searches.
peoplemore than make up for
"Io clim111ate any rc4uirement
money."
that an officer be able to explain
thc rcasons for his actions signals
"If you have "heart" for other
an abandonment of effective
peopleyou don't want to let them
judicial supervision..and leaves
down."
policc d1scrct10n utterly without
Recruiter, w-ill be on campus December 6th &7th. Sign
limits." Stevcns said.
up now for interview thru Placement Office, Smith Hall.

Hijacked jet explodes,
all 100 aboard kil ed

JOHORE BAHARU,
Malaysia Police and government investigators grimly searched as4uare-mile area of swamp
Monday for bodies and clues to
what happened in the minutes
bclorc a hijacked Malaysian
jctlincr blew up in flight and
crashed, killing all I00 aboard.
At least one American was
1den11fied as apassenger.
the task seemed
insurmountable rescue workers
found nothing more than pieces
of nct1 ms. the largest part of the
planc rccovercd was two feet
long. and the plane's "black box"
flight recorder appeared lost.
the crash killed all 93
passcngers and seven crew

Business must be included
in government's attempts Police may order drivers
to reduce unemployment out of cars, Court rules
In the continuing debate about President
Carter's controversial energy bill and the
new peace initiative in the Middle East, the
problem of unemployment, especially black
unemployment, has dropped from public
view.
Unfortunatcly for the unemployed, the
problem remains afrightening reality.
Currently, 6.9 per cent of the work force is
unemployed even though more people are
working than ever before. But since more
people, especially women, are seeking
employment, the job! · rate remains high.
The 6.9 figure-applies to total joblessness.
A comparison between white and black
unemployment reveals tremendous
differences in the jobless rate.
October employment figures show 6.1 per
cent of white adults unemployed; 15 per cent.
of black adults are jobless. More important
in the long run is unemployment among
teenagers. While 14.8 per cent of white
teenagers are jobless, 40 per cent of black
youth are without jobs.
Such business-oriented publications as
The Wall Street Journal and U.S. News and
World Report have reported on the problem
of black unemployment in recent weeks.
U.S. News headlined its story, "Young
Blacks Out of Work: Time Bomb for U.S."
fo help alleviate unemployment in
general, Carter is pouring money into
various federal public service programs.

Letters

. Eight billion dollars has been spent since last
May. By year's end, the amount of public
service jobs should number 725,000, up from
310,000 i°'" June. A$I billion program
designed to'provide jobs for 450,000 youths
by next March is just beginning.
However, the federal government will not
be able to do the job alone. Private
enterprise, encouraged by tax incentives and
other measures, will have to provide jobs for
the young.
Americans are raised from birth for a
lifetime of work, to support themselve and
others. When the time comes t~in QJk
and no jobs are available, it is difficult not to
feel betrayed by the system. Continued
unemployment among the nation's young
will result in the alienation of these people
from our economic system. The future effect
of this alienation can only be guessed at.
It is easy for those who have jobs to forget
about the unemployed. But the employed
sometimes become the unemployed almost
overnight. The steelworkers laid off in
Youngstown, Ohio, know how it is to be
unemployed. Railroad workers furloughed
in anticipation of a long coal strike also
know what it is like to be jobless.
Unemployment is a problem which will
not go away by ignoring it or hoping it won't
happen to someone you know. It has to be
dealt with now. (WMH)

Doonesbury and apathy
Anyone \\,ho \\,atched the
Doonesbury Special on telev1,1011 the other night would have
to agn:c \\,1th lonkcr's theory
that. "An era has past". Ihis
theory 1s conclus1vcly proven at
\.-Ltrshall Urnvcrsity.
Students used to have convictions. ideals. and important
relevant ideas. Academic lite
wa, mixed "1th 1cal lor lifc. and
our com ict1ons became <1 part
ol our lilc. When ,omething was
aga111't our com 1c11ons and
1dc;d,. 1ve spoke up and let
our,chc, be heard. Wc ac1:omplishcd many th111gs. I.
\\ here 1s the Vietnam War'12.
\\ here 1s Richard :\1xon? 3.
\\ here arc the rcst ol the archaic

,ymhols of evil that we did not
bdu.:v<: in"!
Ihcrc is still plcnty of evil
around for everyone. But what
do we do about it'? lhc going
cra1e 1, to pu,h 11 all bchind.
don't worn ahout it.Just gct out
ol ,chool .is fast as you can.
Moral con\ ict1ons arc regulated
to playing1:ards. drinking beer
and having sex. r--oth111g 1s
"rong with any of these. but
\\ hat about 111justicc and evil"'
\\ edo noth111g until \\,C arc hurt
hy 11. thcn we scream
111ean1nglt.:s,ly until we burnout. Ihi, 1, precisely what the
1:1 i -doer, .:xpcct and exactly
\, hat they got. no harm done at
all. th<: 1n3us11ce rema111s.
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WASHll\GTO"-1 Motorists
stopped for routine traffic
violations may be ordered by
police to get out of their cars. the
Supreme Court ruled Monday.
Ihrcc dissenting justices said the
decision "leaves police discretion
utterly without limits."
In dccid111g a Philadelphia
case. the high court's six-member
ma3onty ruled that such orders
arc justified by concerns for
police safety concerns it called
"legitimate and weighty."
.. Establishing a face-to-face
confrontalion d1m111ishes the
poss1h1lity, otherwise substantial,
that the driver ,~tJ1 m;1ke unobserved movements," the court

VISTA or the

PEACE
CORPS
can help you find it.
•use

Meany praises Carter's policies,
criticizes shift from unemployment
lhe labor leader's comments

LOS ANGELES President
Carter's first year in office drew were in areport released Monday
mixed reviews Monday from 111 advance of the AFL-ClO's
George Meany, who told the 12th constitutional convention
AFL-CIO the administration's opernng here fhursday.
pluses arc clouded by high un- Carter's election. he said,
employment and continued slack "brought 11110 office a sense of
hope and a spirit of inspiration
in the economy.
has brightened the land."
J'he AFL-CIO president thatMeany
praised Carter for his
charged "rcahslic action" to deal stand
on human rights and for
with those problems is stymied by launching
"a number of iman apparent shift of priorities
legislative 1111tiat1ves"
away from jobs "the president's ag111at1vc
dcaling with welfare reform,
l\ o. I campaign issue"-in an energy.
m111imum wage and
cffqrt to please conservatives rcv1s1011sthein labor
concerned with balancing the "For the pluses laws.
and they are
budget.
many indeed are clouded by the
For the first lime, Meany also cont111ucd slack 111 the economy
urged Carter not to reappoint and thc high rate of unemploy1-cdcral Reserve Board Chair- mcnt." he added.
man Arthur I-. Burns. who he l'he best way to balance the
said was "the first bamer to budget is to put people back to
restoring economic health to work. Mcany said 111 not111g the
Ycs. apathy is alive and well America.
"
nation's 6.9per cent jobless rate.
.it 1\,1 arshall University. and
maybe Zonker was nght about
you all. . '.\111ght a, well give up
(On Advent Process CR/70 Cassettes:)
the ship and move into condominium,." !hat may be well
for the rcst of you. but I will
,tand. and not totally alone,
.ind whcn the few of us win
aga1mt injustice and evil. all of
\OU "di rc;1n 1h1: bcnel11'.
' Sorneth1nµ·shappcrnng. and
you \v1ll gcty,H11 ch.1111:etohelp.
1vill you sit on your duff do111g
Advent's new release of Handel's Messiah, performed by the
nothing. letting yourself get
Handel and Haydn Society of Boston under the direction of
,teamrollcd"? Maybe the fire
Thomas Dunn, allows the music to be heard as never before.
\\,ill hit you again and you \\,ill
The perfonning forces are ,of the size and composition that
help. Ihere 1s plcnty of evil and
Handel himself used.The performance style, including the use
1113ustice hcn.: at Marshall.
of the soloists as the backbone of the chorus, is also true to
Bill McClure
Handel's own intent and practice. And the flawless Process
CR/70 recording reveals all the textural subtlety of the music.
Do you have aquestion, an
We think that anyone with alove of Baroque music (and an
answ·er, aproblem, asolution, a
complaint, some praise or just
appreciation for music heard in context) will want to hear and
something to say?
own this unique, crystal-clear performance.
Write aletter to the editor.
EE10l1 (2 cassettes) Handel: Mnelall
The Parthenon welcomes
Handel and Haydn Society of Boston.
letters concerning Marshall
Thomas Dunn. Music Director.
University's community. All
Diana Hoagland.Barbara Wallace..op,•-; Pamela Gore.contralto;
George Livings, tanor; David Evins.baa.
letters must be signed and
include the
address and
telephone number of the writer. 1235 Third Avenue
Letters should be typed and Huntington, W.Va.
no longer than 300 words.
The Parthenon reserves the 529-1941
3808 MacCorkle Avenue
right to reject letters and to edit SE
Charleston, W.Va.
for length and potential libel.
Guest commentaries are also 925-3365
welcome.
coJU no moN lo
Letters may be delivered or
mailed to the Interchange
chaf will proJ'-JJiona'6.
editor, The Parthenon, Smith
Holiday shopping hours :
Hall Room 311, Marshall UnWeekdays till 8:00 pm, Saturday 10:00 to 6:00
iversity, Huntington, W. Va.
25701.

Messiah
As Handel Heard It.

PAID FOR

'

We buy back all
textbooks that are
currently in print.
50 %given on all
texts being used the
following semester.
Remember to use Stationer's
convenient Textbook Reservation.

Jlt

1945 5th Ave.

525-7676

-,

Freshmen spark Herd win
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Golden Eagles
claw Marshall

By ROCKY STANLEY

It was anything but "Herd Heaven" at Memm-ial Field House

Monday night.
Morris Harvey College's Golden Eagles soared on the wings of
Logan sophomore Emil Boatwright's 20-point effort as the
Charleston school shocked Marshall 74-71.
The Morris Harvey victory was the first over the Thundering
Herd since a99-93 Golden Eagle win during the 1969-70 campaign.
The setback dropped the Herd's record to 2-2 as it prepares to
defend its Marshall Memorial Invitational tournament title
beginning Friday night against Oklahoma State.
Morris Harvey is now 3-2 on the season and snapped atwo-game
losing skid. The Eagles earlier had defeated Pittsburgh 76-72.
Marshall shot only 39.3 per cent from the field in the first half as
Morris Harvey raced to a40-30 halftime lead. In the initial stanza
the Charleston visitors connected on a scathing 64.3 per cent of
their fie!~ goal attempts and all four free throws. The 6' 2"
Boatwright added 14 of his team-high Point total in that first
period.
Marshall's Carlos "Bunny" Gibson fired in 30 points to lead all
scorers. The junior wingman hit on 13 of 26 field goal attempts and
was apeJfect four-for-four from the free throw line.
Greg Young chipped in with 15 points, 12 coming during the
Herd's second-half comeback bid. Center Danny Hall scored 11
points and was the only other Marshall player to hit in double
figures.
Morris Harvey maintained aIO-point lead throughout the first
three minutes of the second half. After aBoatwright jump shot
gave the Eagles a48-38 advantage, the Herd reeled off six straight
points to pull within four at 48-44.
Following a Rick Baruffi basket, Marshall again scored six
straight. Atip-in by post man Harley Major, his first points of the
night, tied the score at 50-50 with 11:27 left in the game. AMajor
turn-around jumper gave the Herd its largest bulge at 58-55 with
6:54 left.
However, Morris Harvey tied the score at60-all and pulled ahead
64-62 on aBob Wetesnik jump shot. The Eagles never surrendered
the lead and enjoyed a71-65 margin with 34 seconds remaining,
using the advantage to hang on for athree-point win.
"We did apoor job on the boards," said coach Stu Aberdeen after
the loss. "We lost to agood team. We were lucky to be behind by I0
at half 'we didn't play worth ado-diddly in the first half."

Ptooto l,y JEFF LEAMING

Marshall forward Ken Labanowski goes high in the air
to score abasket against Morehead State Saturday.

·consistency key to cage season

Swimmers win
first SC dual meet

Marshall's swimming team
won its first Southern Conference
dual meet Saturday over Appalachian State, 59-52, in Boone,
N.C.
Herd swimmers won eight of
11 swimming events, placing onetwo three times. Dana St. Claire
led the team with 12 points from
wins in the 200-yard butterfly and
200-yard backstroke with times
of 2:05.2 and 2:05.3 respectively,
and with his lead-off position on
the winning medley relay team.
The Herd won the meet by
earning 59 points after spotting
ASU 16 points because the Herd
does not have divers.
MU's Steve Biron was a

Green Gals
lose 102-51
to Buckeyes

Marshall women's basketball
team started its season on asour
note Saturday by falling, 102-51,
to Ohio State at St. John's Arena.
"I guess anytime you lose,
you're disappointed," Coach
Donna Lawson said. "We really
weren't out of the game until the
second half. If ateam can learn
from its mistakes, agame like this
isn't atotal loss."
The Green Gals were playing a
very experienced team at Ohio
State, Lawson said. "They had
mostly juniors and seniors, where
we put a young team on the
floor," she said. Also, their entire
starting team measured 5'9 and
above. Marshall's tallest player is
5'9," she said.
In other basketball. action,
Marshall's women's junior varsity team defeated W.Ya. State,6444, last week at Institute.
The Green Gals varsity squad
was throttled Monday night -by
Morris Harvey. 75-59.

double-winner with first in the
1,000-yard freestyle with a
10:21.4 time and the 500-yard
freestyle in 5:00.6. Steve
Pribanich was on the winning
relay team, placed second in the
200-yarci freestyie, and his win in
the 200-yard breaststroke clinched the Herd victory.
Other Herd swimmers included Brian Ihnen, who was first ih
the 200-yard individual medley;
Randy Nutt, who swam the
anchor leg on the relay and took
first in the 100-yard freestyle, and
Paul Kowalski, who placed second in the 200-yard
breaststroke.
MU's next meet will be with
WYU next Satvrday in
Gullickson Hall. Anyone interested in being timers for the
meet should attend a meeting
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. at
Gullickson Hall pool, Saunders
said.

Visit Chef Pauline at

Rollysons
601 20th Street
11 a.m.-8 p.m.
523-2222
Thurs.-Sunday

Planning aDisco
for the holidays.
Call Universal Sound
529-347 4after 5:3C

Commentary-Analysis
by KEN SMITH
Sports Editor
Don't place any bets yet.
hen though Stu Aberdeen's
first Marshall basketball squad
already has some victories under
its belt, it's still far too early to
make a determination of the
team's final record.
Consistency must be the key to
the Thundering Herd's
fortunes- a consistency Aberdeen realizes his team must
achieve. And to a degree
Marshall is achieving it-from
unexpected sources.
Labeled "the Gun" by local
sportswriters, junior wingman
Bunny Gibson lived up to his
reputation by pouring in 30
points in the season-opening win
over Robert Morris. But Gibson's artillery misfired at Ohio
Slate as he netted only six points.
And at Morehead, the usually
accurate Kentuckian hit only six
of 17 shots, far worse than last
year's record-setting 60 per cent
accuracy.
And while being an offensive
factor early in the Robert Morris
game, Greg Young has not yet
equaled last season's teamleading 16.1 scoring average.
However, the senior wingman
has shown signs of loosening up
in crucial times, including a 25-

point effort in the close win over
Morehead State.
Danny Hall? The 6' 10" center
played an average game against
Robert Morris and then exploded for 23 points in the loss at Ohio
State. And then the physical
former Betsy Lane, Ky. star
picked up quick fouls early in the
Morehead contest and was
limited to only asingle bucket.
From his high post position,
Harley Major seems like the
"invisible man." The senior does
his job quietly but effectively,
resembling an innocuous specter
on the court. But the Warren,
Ohio, product is far from
harmless-he led the team in
rebounds against Ohio State and
pumped in 18 markers against
Morehead.
But the most consistent players
on Aberdeen's squad are the
freshmen- Ken Labanowski and
Greg White. Unlike Major,
Labanowski is the type of player
afan can't miss. And neither can
the opponents.
The gangling New Yorker
scored 14 points in his first
collegiate game, played well at
Columbus and then stepped in
for Danny Hall early in the
More head contest. And
Labanowski didn't disappoint
the coach who placed so much
faith in him.
Scoring 18 points and pulling

down a team-high 10 rebounds,
the Long Island all-star connected on nine of 10 scoring
attempts. Not bad for his third
college game...
And Greg White also has been
apleasant surprise to Herd fans.
The freshman point guard has
quarterbacked the team through
every game this season and seems
to stay on the court forever
Without need of relief. And the
Mullens all-st~er has begun to
sprout offensively as well.
The 6' I" guard scored six
points in the first game, but came
alive in the Morehead contest,
racking up 12 markers and icing
the contest for the Herd with four
crucial free throws in the final
minutes.
Consistency? The Herd has it,
albeit in youthful form. It's just
up to the veterans to follow suit.
But even so, the outlook isn't too
dim.
After all, the basketball team
already has eyualed the win
output of the football squad...

Aunique
~hristmasJr.Gift by
ArnoutHyde,

ing period, including a 46deadlock at halftime.
The Herd 'figured to use the
height advantage of 6-1,0center
Danny Hall and force the -ball
inside against smaller MSU, but
Hall spent all but eight minutes
on the bench with foul difficulty.
Labanowski responded with 18
points, including a nine for 10
exhibition from the field, took
game ~ebounding honors with 10
and also came up with two steals.
Meanwhile, White connected
on four crucial free throws in the
waning moments en route to a12point, seven-assist evening, and
committed just one turnover
from his point guard position.

or stick-backs as they are generally known. The 6-7 native of East
Norwich, N.Y., helped Marshall
to a52.1 field goal percentage, as
the Herd withstood a blistering
61.4 floor mark from Jack
Schalow's Eagles. Marshall got
off 14 more shots, 'r"hile posting a
34-25 rebounding advantage.
Senior forward Harley Major
also turned in a strohg performance with 18 points(six of nine
from the floor), eight rebounds,
and akey blocked shot late in the
contest. Carlos (Bunny) Gibson
was also in-double figures for MU
with 12 points, while Butch
Labanowski piled up most of Kelley had 20 and Andre Jones 12
his points on rebound follow-ups, for Morehead.

"Greg and Ken showed considerable maturity against a
heckuva team," coach Stu Aberdeen said. "Greg is always aware
that you might be wanting
something from a coaching
perspective."
White canned four free throws
in the final 2:38 to give Marshall a
five-point cushion, after Herbie
Stamper had brought the Eagles
back with long-range shooting
accuracy that ended in a29-point
performance.

Weather

Dog Days
Ahead

Wiener King
Captures
Frankf,ooter
!
Produced 12"
first Massttotdog.,
Only To Play

FRANKFOOTER.
Wiener Krn,g.,
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We want your opinion
on the Artist Series.

II
II

II
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II
II
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I
II
II
II
I
II
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1I
III
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II
I
III
1II
II
II
II
I112-6___________ I
Please return questionnaire by Wednesday, December 7, 1977.
Place in ballot boxes by Parthenon stands in each building.
ARTIST SERIES QUESTIONNAIRE

The Artist Series Study Committee is requesting from students, faculty, administrators
and community their responses to the :following questions which are pertinent to its
evaluation of the Artist Series. The data created from the survey will be used in
conjunction with all information in preparihg recommendations to the University President.
1. Person responding: Student _____ Administrator_____
Faculty______ Other (Community) _____
2. A. During the past two (2) ·years (1975-76 and 1976-77), how many of the following
Artist Series events have you attended?
Baxter Series____ Convocation Series_____
Mount Series_____ Forum Series______
B. If not, was it due to:
Transportation____ No Interest____
Work_____
Other_____
3. What type programs are you most interested in?
A. Plays: (1) MUsical____
D. Dance: Ballet___
(2) Drama___
Modern (Jazz)
(3) Comedy......,...--,E. Symphony____
B. Solo Performers: Violin__
F. Opera_____
Piano
G. Contemporary: Musical___
Singer__ _
Singer____
Other
H. Films____
c. Lecture____
I. Travelogue____
4. Excluding the above, what other type of programs would you prefer to see?

4'2COLOR
PRINTS
7.50 PER SET OF FOUR

The
soy
of eating. .

Tired of dorm meals and
· hamburgers? Try some sweet
~our pork or chicken almondlne
for a change. You don't have
to go to China--just a block
from campus.

Hotly-contested basketball is
generally known more for bringing out the bumbles than the best
in college freshman, but it would
be hard to prove by apair of Herd
newcomers.
While Saturday's typicallyheated, •Marshall-Morehead
State affair may have rated
among .the highest on a
temperature gauge, MU frosh
Ken Labanowski and Greg White
didn't melt.
The forward-guard combination provided much of the spark
to go with senior wingman Greg
Young's team-high 25 poihts in
an 87-81 win over the Eagles at
Weatherby Gym. The win,
Marshall's first over the Eagles
since the 1975-76 season, boosted
the Herd to 2-1, while Morehead
dropped its third consecutive
outing.
"A lot of people underestimate
freshmen, but they are a big
factor because they come to play
like everybody else," said Young,
who scored often from the
baseline while netting 18 points in
the first half. The score was
knotted eight times in the open-

5. Do
feel that
student
Yes_you____
No___
_ fees should be used to provide for Artist Series Programming?

6, means?
Do you believe
theNoUniversity
funding
of the Artist Series through other _
Yes___
_ __ Whatshould
otherseek
means?
_____________________

Amout
Hyde,publicatlona
Jr. photographer
for WONDERFUL
WEST VIRGINIA
and
national
offen 4limited
edition prints called WEST
VIROIN1A
SERIES 77, depicting
the four NUODI in the state. One
tbouuad
Nta of four lltbopapbs, 16" x19" •ch 1igned and numbered
are pn,aented to become atrue
edition never to be published

7, The Baxter Series membership for the public is $23.00/4 p~rformances. Do you feel that
this fee should be increased?
Yes____ No_____ If so, to how much?_________
8. Do
you knowNothat
as _a student you have paid for your access to all Artist Series events?
Yes____
___

collector'■

apin.
Ahandaome decoration for the office and home.
WW mall ugift to
party with d•ired meuap.
auo,..
• c...._ '"' wv c-..
Salle Tul ,._ ,ua .....
reque■ted

9. Do you realize as a student that you have at least $100.00 worthNoof tickets available
to you for the $5.00 taken from your student fees? Yes
10. Should there be an increase in the student fees to help_m_a_i_n-tain the excellent quality and
the quantity of Artist Series programs? Yes___ No___ If yes, how much more______
11. Comments: ________________________________________

MINOUT HYDE, JR.. 411 LEHIGH TERRACE. CHARLESTON, WEIT VIRGINIA 213D2
PINle ____ Nts of 4llthographa at •21.60 ea.pk.II •1.1& malling.
Ienclole ___ check ___ monev order ___ CNh In amount of•·-----·
■end

flAMI ______________________________
AOOIIESS _____________________________

an_________________ •·~- - -----

.

\.·,-i\f.;-~-: ~1~',V'f,t;,. '(•

~-------------------~
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Holidays
approach;
crime rises

As the number of days until Christmas
decreases, the number of cases of reported
larcenies, acts of vandalism and related
crimes increases, said David H. Scites,
assistant director of campus security.
Three larcenies were reported to the
security office this week, according to
security reports. Apotted plant valued at
S25 was.:1.tolen Niv. 28 from the James E.
Morrow Library. The plant has not been
recovered.
Atan billford with contents valued at S7
was stolen Saturday from apractice room on
the second floor of Smith Music Hall.
Apodium valued at $50 was stolen
sometime between Nov. 23-28 from the
ROTC Room in Gullickson Hall.
·
Acase of assault was reported Sunday by
aTwin Towers West resident. The victim
said she was brushing her teeth in the second
floor bathroom at 3 a.m. wMn a male

entered the bathroom and assaulted her. She
screamed and the suspect fled through ·the
fire escape. Security officers chased the
suspect, but he escaped.
Five cases.of vandalism were reported this
week, according to reports. Five chairs, two
couches and trash cans wen: overturned
Friday at 9p.m, in South Hall lobby.
Two pinball machines in South Hall were
broken into Friday between 8:55-9:05 and an
undetermined amount of money was taken.
Four pinball machines in the game room of
the Memorial Student Center were damaged
Sunday and an unknown amount of money
was removed.
Apane glass window was broken in
Memorial Student Center Friday at about
11:45 p.m.
Two Central Vending Co. machines on the
first floor of the Memorial Student Center
were opened Sunday and money was taken.

Stella Fuller seeks
Pre-registered tuition due Dec. 12 campaign volunteers
•

VD cases declining at Marshall
By SENTA GOUDY
For the Parthenon

Reported cases of venereal
disease are decreasing on the
Ma rs hall University campus,
following astatewide trend.
Ronald Bryant, director of the
West Virginia Bureau of Venereal
Disease Control, and Dr.
Talmadge Huston, student health
physician, say data shows there
probably are several reasons.
According to state statistics,
early syphilis has decreased 37
per cent over the last year.

Gonorrhea, however, has
declined less dramatically by .4
per cent from last year.
Bryant said he was pleased
with the decline in reported cases
of gonorrhea even though the
percentage was small. Until this
year, he said, it had been climbing
at arate of 10 to 15 per cent each
year.
One of the main reasons cited
for the decline was an increased
awareness due to educational
programs on venereal disease.
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Almanac

The Huntington Police
MRichard
isce/laneous
s Crime Prevention
Turner and Susan Department'
Unit will sponsor the film "How
Sanders will appear in a joint To
Say No To a Rapist and
recital Wednesday at 8p.m. in Survive"
Thursday at 9p.m. on
Smith Recital Hall.
the ninth floor of South Hall.
Student Development will Meetings
sponsor afilm of alive birth and a Contestants and support staff

closed circuit television program
on abortion Tuesday from 7-9
p.m. in the basement of Buskirk
Hall.

of the College Bowl will meet
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the
Memorial Student Center Room
2W22.

POPS
CONCERT

Bryant said he believed
another reason was the screening
of female patients for the disease.
Previously, he added, the standard test was only given to male
patients.
The relatively new practice of
interviewing male patients and
then talking to their contacts ha,
helped curb the increase, Bryant
said.
Nancy Kingsbury, student
affairs adviser and health
counselor, said she believes the
decline in the use of birth control
pills and the increased use of

conj:loms also might have con•
tributed to the lower rate in
reported cases of venereal disease.
Asked what needs to be done in
the fight against venereal disease,
Bryant said improved testing
methods should be developed
and included in every physical,
male and female.
The clinic serves at least one
person daily who suspects he
might have contracted the disease, Huston said, but more
people should be aware of the
facts concerning venereal disease.

MU winterized;
Should stay open

Aharsh winter probably will indication that they will not for
not close Marshall next semester some time," he explained.
because it is better prepared to Steps taken by the university to
meet the winter demands, Karl ensure the continued opening of
Egnatoff, vice president for ad- the school throughout the winter,
ministration, said.
Egnatoff said, include the inThe problem last year was that
of heavy plastic across
the cold weather struck the entire stallation
the windows of Old Main and an
oostern United States. Columbia alternate energy system in the
Gas Co. was ready to supply Science Building, Jenkins Hall
customers in its northern areas and Memorial Student Center,
first because of the usual severe and the insulation of pipes in Old
weather conditions they ex- Main and South Hall.
perience. But because the The lack of money has
weather struck so hard hampered Marshall on repairs of
throughout the rest of its supply last year's damage and building
area, it was forced to supply gas preparation for this winter's
to much of the eastern Unlt.«J tieathet, EgnittofT. exJjlained.
States. "Columia Gas could not "The state reduced the univerpromise to meet our needs sity's repair allocation by 40 per
because of the demands, so the cent this year, while costs for
university closed." Egnatoff ex- energy alone have probably
plained.
tripled since the start of the oil
embargo," he said.
He said Marshall's confidence In the event of a winter
is due to the better overall comparable to last year's,
position of the university's Egnatoff said the administration
buildings to withstand another could be forced to closing the
strong winter and the gas com- Engineering• Building and the
pany has more knowledge of its Women's Gym.
customers. "They learned a
lesson last year. By Dec. Iof last
year the gas company had already
gone into its reserves. But at the
present time the reserves have not
been touched, and there is every

Students who pre-registered for the spring semester must pay
their tuition and fees by 4:30 p.m. Dec. 12 or their schedules will be
canceled.
Students who forfeit their schedules through failure to meet the
payment deadline must re-register during regular registration,
Eddins said. Tuition and fees must then be paid directly after the
student registers.
Dec. 12 was chosen as the cut-offdate for fees, Eddins said, so the
registrar's office will have sufficient time to get ready for regular
registration, to record fall semester grades, make up transcripts and
still have time off for Christmas.

MU's vet enrollment third in state

Marshall University has the third highest pecentage statewide of
student veterans in college, Bernard R. Gebhart, Marshall's
Veteran Administration representative, said.
Marshall's 685 vets rank behind Southern Community College in
Logan and Parkersburg Community College, which percentagewise lead the state in enrollment of students receiving GI benefits. '
Business is the leading field veterans major in, Gebhart says,
although they are scattered throughout all fields of study.
Most vets do not ~ualify for federal grants or scholarships
because of the continual rising of VA benefits. Full-time students
receive from S3I I to $422 monthly, according to the number of
dependents they support.

Profs
to appear on pollution show
Three Marshall University faculty members will serve as

audience participants for a program on water pollution to be
broadcast by WOWK-TV at 9p.m. Thursday.
The program, a project of the Huntington Area League of
Women Voters, will feature Ronald J. Oakerson, assistant
professor of political science; Dr. James E. Joy, assistant professor
of biological sciences, and Dr. Donald C. Tarter, professor of
biological sciences.
The League has been asked by the EPA to create public
awareness of work being done on Section 208 of the Federal Water
Pollution Act of 1972.
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by contacting

lSa:1. Don Denni.\
l SA•· R«ruitin& Office
1.U 61h An., Prichard Bid&.
l'.O.Bo, 2J~.
Phont: _l(M.~2~-5191
HunlinJlun. WV 25707

l'AC'tORY-WAREHOUSE JOB OPEN· 1973 VW Superbettle, 36,000 mile•, new
NG :Second and WNkond sh& open. If !I<>" sticker, ex. cond. Call 525-8346 aher 6:00.
heue one or two dayo free from cloosn pleaM

Was
$149.98

NOW

apply. MANPOWER, 421 6th St. 529-3031.
1973 MONTE Carlo Landough. AM-FM 8
!rack, A.C. power steenng, power brakes and
YOUTH SUPERVISOR wanted,$2.50 hr., 20 dutomahc transm1ssl0n. Swivel bucket seats.

hr. .,.,. week. 4p.m. lo 8p.m. Monday thru
Friday. Call 523-0281 after 1:30 p.m.
READER FOR the blind. Shorthand skills
necessary as duhes Wll 1nvok.te ootetaking from
taped lecture5, possibly some reading. Hours
negohable. Contact Ross Todd 523-3767,
NEED MARSHALL drama student to lend
!alents toward produchon of alocal non•
professK>nal dramatic film. Actors and produclt0n assistants. If mterested call 529-1714,
Sc:,1urday afternoon.
WANTED : PERSON interested 1n consumensm and consumer protection to work
with Student Government. Contact R1ek
Rdmell 1n Mermorial Srudent Cenrer 2w29 or
coll 696-6435.

The Mini
Christmas
Card

~IG.
Model T202

c.11 after 4p.m. 429-1497. $2795.00

1972 CHEVROLET Capn, 2door automatic
trdnsm,ssKln, A.C. and power steenng. Good
cond1110n call after 4p.m. $1795.00

Hobby &Crafts

FUU LINE CRAFT SUPPLIES :Macrame
cords. beads. books, rug hooking kits. The
Croft Center 1212 Fourth Ave.523-4872 Jom
our workshops.

Musical
STEREO AMP Yamaha CA-400 30 watt•
RMS. $195.00 perfect cond1t1on. C•ll 529-6548
KING ZEPHYR Alto Sax, Cost $600, used 9
months. sell $295. Call 696-4039
REVOX A77 Mk Ill with case, manual, NAB
dc:ldpters, and MXR compander all mexceUent
condition.$600.00 and sony TA 1130, 140 watts
RMS excellent cond1t10n. $150.00Call736-0237
alter 6:00 p.m.
LINDA RONSTADT'S Greatest H1tsalbum,
pl.:,yed once on amanual 1urntable for recor·
ding purpuses. Mint condition. S5. See 8111
Rogers, 315 Sm11h Hall

For just 50 cents fot 15 words you can have a
holiday message published in the December 9th
issue of Tl-IE PARTHENON.
To place your message just stop by Smith Hall
Room 316 before 5:00 p.m. December 7th.

(SERVICES) ( NOTICES )
Hair Styling

Miscellaneous

HAIR STYLING razor and hair cutting.
Roffler franchised. Mays S..rbering &Styl ,g.
1009 20th St. 522-2052. Appointments or w•lk•
111 Closed Monday

ELECTIVE CREDIT,
MANAGEMENT
TRAINING
WITH LABORATORY.

REPAIRS RENTALS all new and used offJCe
m,Khu'les, proteclKln tear gas.Crutcher's nex1
to urnv~rs1ty front door parking open Sat. 11115.
1701 5th Ave. 525-1771.

EUROPE 77-78 no fnlls student-ieocher
d\.irtt>r flights, Europe lsrc1el. Mideast, Fart>all
.Rt>~rve Thank591v1ng, Xmas, winter, spring.
Glorul Travel, 521 Fifth Ave NY N.Y.10017
212379 3532.

Office Equipment
Miscellaneous

Rash's CB Center
Huntington, W.Va.

3604 Waverly Road

MiniClassified
Ads

(~_J_oe_s___,) (FoR SALE)

SAVE$30
$119.98

Agreat way of life.

Now intervi.zwing qualified applicants that plan to
be in Huntington through the entire Christmas
season.
Downtown theaters offer part-time jobs in a
friendly atmosphere. If you would like to be
considered for one of several positions, come by
for an interview from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.Wednesday
or Thursday, Dec. 7 or 8 at the Camelot
Playhouse, downtown 1030 4th Avenue.

The Beach Boys know sound. That's why they selected CRAIG
Powerplay systems for their cars. CRAIG Powerplay's dual amplification
produces over three times more power than virtually any other car stereo.
This componentry feature delivers clearer sound, with less distortion at
all volume levels. Not just more volume. The Beach Boys' Powerplay car
stereos are matched with Powerplay Speakers, which are specifically
designed to handle the extra power.

ec.13,Tuesday
:O~ p:.m_: /
dmisslon Free
I

If you do, then you should check into what the
U~ed States Air Force has to offer. You'l find
more
than 140 jobs In the Alr Force career
fields ... training at some of the finest technical
schools in the nation ... an excellent salary ...
the opportunity to work toward your associate
degree ttvough
lege of the
Air Forcethe... Communi
on-the-jobty Col
experience
...
30 days of paid vacation a
year
assig...nments......worldwide
medical care
dental care ... plus much
more.
Check it out for yourself

Help Wanted

c::raA.I G. F'c:J UJ Era F'LA'l:

I

NEED ACOLLEGE BREAK?

discuss his experiences in Egypt Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in the
Memorial Student Center Alumni Lounge. ·
His talk, sponsered by the Marshall International Club and
Office of International Student Programs, will be followed by a
reception.
Coffey, who returned to campus this fall, was avisiting associate
profcssor~f history at American University in Cairo, Egypt. He
will discuss the differences in the Egyptian-American cultures and
how he and his family adapted to them.
Anyone interested in the program is welcome.

Featuring The University Singers
18 Singers/Dancers
plus a7piece band

(

assisting in the delivery of toys
and Christmas baskets and helping with the repair of broken toys,
Taylor said. Business students
can help with the records and
typing in the business office.
The settlement at 128
Washington Ave. has aFree Toy
Gift Shop where parents can
select two free toys for l!ach child.
Students interested in helping
with the campaign may contact
Taylor at 525-9308.

Professor
to discuss Egy~tian life
Dr. William E. Coffey, associate professor of social studies, will

The Beach
the best
·soundBoys
in Carhaveereo

~
Old Main Auditorium

Volunteers are needed to help
with the Stella Fuller
Settlement's annual Christmas
campaign, Dr. Grandel! A.
Taylor, chairman of the Christmas committee, said.
"We welcome any help we can
get," said Dr. Taylor. You'd be
surprised how many area kids
would not have Christmas, if it
weren't for the Stella Fuller
Settlement."
Marshall students can help by
running the donation kettles,

RESUMES• Printed for less than photocop,es50 mimmum-$4.22.Same d.:,y !»ervw.:e 1f you do
1lw typ,ng. MINUTEMAN PRESS. 738 Fourth
Avt•nul", Hunlmglon.
TAKE OUT CHINESE FOOD : Sweet Sour
Pork. Pepper steak, ChickenAlmondme. Chop
Su,-y,fr.,d Rice, Egg Rolls.Quick s.rvice, top
qu.,hly, low prKes. 11 a.m.108 p.m. Thursday·
Sunday Chel Pauhneat Rollyson'•·60120th St,
5232222

Typing

TYPING $1.00 per page. Call ~7-5720 day!,
736 9873 evenings and a•k for Vtckie.

Army ROTC 696-6450

SECOND HAND ROSE corner of 23rd and
C.,rtl"r. one block off Wmchesler, Aahland.Sell
your hc.md made 11ems tlnd good used coals,
Jl'.llb ~Wttdlt>rs, and formal weJr on constgn•
nlt•nl. Oiwn 10-4Tues.-Sdl

Personals
ABORTION: FINEST medical care available
Gl!neral analhes.a. lmmedklle appts.9a.m.•9
p.m.Toll free 1-800-438-81!3.

